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MAXIMIZATION OF INPUT CONDUCI’ANCES 
OFAN-WORK 
Maretsugu YAMASAKI 
Dqmtma~ of Matclcmotics, Shirwwu Udwrsity, Motsuc, Shinwe, Japan 
For a locally flaite infinite network in which the conductance of certain branches is variable, 
we shall investigaw two maximiza tion problems of input conductances of the network under the 
constraint that the sum of the variable branch conductances has a fixed bound. We shall study 
the existence and some properties of an optimal solution of our problems. 
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l.Network-and-m 
Let X be a countably infinite set of nodes, let Y be a countably infinite set of 
branches (= arcs) and let K be a function on XX Y satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1.1) The range of K is {- 1, 0, 1). 
(1.2) For each y E Y, e(y) = {x E X; K(x, y) # 0) consists of exactly two nodes 
~1, ~2 and W,, yMx2, y)= -1. 
(1.3) For each x EX, Wx ={y E Y; K(x, y) # 0) is a nonempty finite set. 
(1.4) ForanyqX’EXtherearerc,,...,r,~Xandy,,...,y,,+,EYsuchthat 
e(yj)={%_l,+}, i-1,. . .,n+l with ;~c,=x and x,,+~=x’. 
Then the triple G = {X, Y, K} is called a (connected infinite) graph. 
Denote by L(X) and L(Y) the sets of all real functions on X and Y respecI 
tively, by L”(Y) the subset of L(Y) which consists of non-negative functions and 
by L,(X) the set of all w E f.(X) such that the set {x E X; u(x) # 0) (the support of 
u) is a finite set. 
A pair [G, g] of a graph G and a function ge L’(Y) is called a conductive 
network. We call g(y) a branch conductance of y E Y. In the case where g is 
strictlp positive on Y, r(y) = g(y)-’ is called a branch resistance of y E Y and the 
pair N ={G, r) is called a resistive network (cf. [3] and [4n. 
For u E L(X), we define Eu E L\Y) by 
WY) = c m, YMX) = u(x,)- u(x2), 
X4EX 
where K(x,, y) = 1 and K(x2, y) = - 1. 
Let [G, g] be a conductive network. For w, t) E L(X), the Dirichlet integral 
O( u ; g) of u and the inner product (a, o)~ of u and u with respect to [G, g] are 
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defined by 
D(u; g) = 1 g(Y)[E~(Yv, 
Yey 
(u, d, = c gWWWy)l[Ev(y)l. 
YEY 
Let Y’ be a subset of Y such that G’ ={X, Y’, K) is a graph, i.e., X, Y’ and the 
restriction of K onto X x Y' (denoted again by K) satisfy (1. l)-( 1.4), and put 
Y” = Y - Y’. The restriction of g E L?(Y) onto Y’ will be denoted again by g. For 
u E L(X), let D’( td ; g) be the Dirichlet integral of M with respect o the conductive 
network [G’, g] and D”(u; g) = D(u; g)-D’(w; g), i.e., 
D’b: g)= c g(y)[EuWl? 
yfzY’ 
D”iu; g) = c gWtWy)P- 
For a nonempty subset A of X, we set 
L:(X) = {u E L,(X); u = 0 on A}, 
D(A; g)={uEL(X); D(u; g)<= and u=O on A}, 




g* E L”(Y) be a fixed function which is strictly positive on Y’. Then 
g*) is a Hilb e rt space with the norm [D’(u; g*)]“. 
following lemma was proved for r(y) = g*(y)-’ in [3]: 
Lemma 1. For any finite subset F of X, there is Q constant CF such that 
1 !u(x)l s &[D’(u; s”)]’ 
xek 
for a2Z u E D’(A ; g”). 
By using this lemma and a standard argument, we can prove: 
Lemma 2. For any g E L’(Y) such that g = g* on Y’, D(A ; g) is a Hilbert space 
with respect o the inner product (u, v)~. 
A function T on the real line R into itself is called a normal contraction if 
TO=0 *and ITS,-- Ts,l4s,-szI for any s 1, s+R. Define Tu E L(X) for UE L(X) 
by (T@)(x) = Ta(x). 
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We have 
Lemrma 3. Let T be a nonnal contraction of R. For any u EL(X), D(Tu; g) s 
D(u; g) ad D’(7b; g)eD’(u; g) hold. If u E D(A; g), then Tu E D(A; g). 
DBglhrlitlon 1. For any gE L+(Y) such that g = g* on Y’, let D,(A; g) ad 
DfdA ; g) be the closures of LoA in D(A ; g) and D’(A ; g) respectivelv. I 
For ge L’(Y), we set Y, ={YE Y; g(y)>O}. Then 
D(u; g)= c g(y)[Eu(Y)p- 
YE& 
If g = g* on Y’, then Ys contains Y’ and G8 = {X, Y,, K} is a graph. 
De&i&m 2. We say that a conductive network [G, g] is of parabolic type if the 
resistive network {Gp, g-l} is of parabolic type of order 2 (cf. [4J), i.e., for every 
nonempty finite subset F of X, the value d,-,(F, =; g) = inf {D(u; g); u E L,(x) and 
u = 1 on F) vanishes. 
Denote by cB the characteristic function of a subset B of X, i.e., cB = 1 on B 
and & =0 on X-B. 
We have by the Corollary of Theorem 3.2 in [4]: 
Lemmrr 4. Let A be a nonempfy finite subset of X and let g E L’(Y) satisfy g = g* 
on y. Then [G, g] is of parah& type if and only if &X_.A c &,(A; g). h this case 
D,(A; g) = D(A; g) holds. 
We shall prove 
Rqmdtkm 1. Assume that gE L+(y) satisfies g = g* on Y’ and cYsyv g(y)<a. 
Then [G, g] is of parabolic type if and only if [G’, g*] is of parabolic type. 
proof, Assume that [G, g] is of parabolic type and let A be a nonempty finite 
subset of X. since ex_A E D,(A; g) by Lemma 4, there exists a sequence (fn} in 
I$(X) such that D&-A -fn; g)+O as n +w. By the relation D(&x-A -fn; 
g) 3 D’(Q+ -fn; g*) we conclude that 6X-A E D&(A; g*). Therefore [G’, g*] is 
of parabolic type by Lemma 4. Next we assume that [G’, g*] is of parabolic type. 
Then there exists a sequence (fn) in L:(X) such that 0~ fn s 1 on X and 
D’(Q-A -fn; g*)-*O as n 400 (cf. [4, Lemma 4.1)). Note that fn(x)+ Ed_&) 
as n + 00 for each x E X by Lemma 1. From the relations 
E(E;x-A -fn)(y)I~ 1 on Y and c g(y)<m, 
ytEY” 
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we have D’&_,,, -f,; g)-,O as n-a, and hence 
D(EX-A --$a; gk WEX-A-L; g*)+D%.u-A--f,; g)+O 
as n * 00. Thus &X-A belongs to &(A; g) and [G, g] is of parabolic type. 
Similarly we can prove 
Pmpa&km 2. Let g,, g2 E L’(Y) satisfy g1 = g2 = g* on Y’ and let A be a 
nonempty finite subset of X. If (y E I?‘; gl(y) f g2(y)} is a finite set, then &(A; 
g,)=D,(A; gd 
Notice that &(A ; g*) = D,(A; g) does not hold in general even if g = g* on Y’ 
and CYEy gW< ~0. This is shown by 
Example I. Let J be the set of all positive integers and let us take X ={x,,, XL; 
11 E J} and Y = {yn, y k, y z; n E Jl. Define K by K(x,,, y,) = K(xk, yi)=K(q,, 
Y3 = -1 and sC(%, y n+l) =K(<, y;+l)=K(x;, yz)= 1 for each MEJ and 
K(x, y) = 0 for any other pair (x, y). Then G = {X, Y, K} is a graph. Let Y’={y,, 
yi; PZ EJ} U{y’;3 and Y”= {y:; n a 2). Define g and g* by g*(y,,) = g*(y&) = nM2, 
g*(yy) = 1, g*(yD =0 (n ~2), g = g* on Y’ and g(y,“)= nw2. Then [G’, g”] is of 
parabolic type by [4, Corollary 1 of Theorem 4.11, so that D’(A; g) = Dh(A; g). 
Clearly EyEr thy) 4 CR Let u be a function on X defined by u(x,,) = n and 
u(d) = 0 for each TV EJ. Then we see easily that D(u; g*) = D’(u; g*)<= and 
D”(U; g) = 00, so that u E ;(A; g*) and u$D(A; g). 
For later use, we shall further study some properties of the functional space 
&(A; g) in case g := g* on Y’. 
Let a E X -- A and consider the functional F(u) = u(a) on &(A ; g). Since 
D,,(R ; g) is a Hilbert space and F(u) is a continuous linear functional by Lemma 
1, there exists a unique pa E &(A; g) such that 
(1.5) (P,, u)g = v(a) 
for every u E &(A ; g) by Riesz’s representation theorem. 
We shall prove 
Proposition 3. Let A be a nonempty finite subset of X and let T be a normal 
contracthn of R. If u E D,,(A; g), then Tu E D&i; g) and D(Tu; g)s D(u; g). 
fioof. On account of Lemma 3, it suffices to show that Tw E &(A: g). There 
exists a sequence (1;(} in L;(X) such that D( u -f,, ; g) + 0 as n + 00. Then 
Tfn E L:(X) c DJA ; g) and 
1Tfn(x)-Tu(x)l~If,(x)-u(x)I~C~~~[Dcu-f,; g)]’ 
by Lemma 1. Therefore Tf,(x) -+ Tu(x) as PO -+ 00 for each x E X. Since D(v” ; 
g) c D(fn ; g) try Lemma Ii, {D(Tf, ; g)} is bounded. There exists a subsequence of
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{Tfn} which converges weakly to some U’E Do(A ; g). Denote by {Tfn} the subse- 
quence again. Then (Tlfn, v), + (u’, V& 8s it + 0~ for each v E DO(A ; g). We have 
by (1.5) that (vn, p,), = vR(p) ad (u’, pa)* = u’(a) for all a E X-A. Therefore 
Tu = U’E DO(A; g). 
Let A and B be mutually disjoint nonempty finite subsets of X and let 
g&+(Y) satisfy g=g* on Y. 
The input conductance d(g)= d(A, B; g) (resp. do(g)= &(A, 00; g)) of the 
conductive network [G, g] between A and B (resp. A and the ideal boundary 0~ 
of the network) is defined by the value of the following extremum problem: 
(2.1) Find d(g)=inf {D(u; g); UE D(A; g) and u = 1 on B}. 
(2.2) Find &(g)=inf {D(u; g); a4-&& D,(A; g)}. 
%ce the set {u E D(A; g); u = 1 on B} is a closed convex subset of a Hilbert 
space D(A; g), we can prove by a standard argument (cf. [3, Theorem 2D: 
PNDpO&k d There e&B a uniqz4e optimal solution u of problem (2.1), i.e., 
u~D(A;g),u=lonBandd(g)=D(u;g).For~v~D(A;g)suchthctv=1 
on B, D(u; g)=(u, v), hokis. 
Similarly we can prove 
m 5. There exists a uniqwr optimal sdution u of problem (2.2), i.e., 
u -eA E &,(A; g) ad d(g)= D(u; g). FOT every v such that v-&A ED,(A; g), 
D(u; g) “(24 u), holds. 
RM 1. Let u be the optimal solution of problem (2.1) or (2.2). Ther, we have 
by Lemma 3 or Proposition 3 that OS u s 1 on X. 
Remulf; 2* We can easily verify 
(2.3) k(g) =inf {D(u; g); u E L,(X) and u = 1 on A}. 
Thus dQ(g) = 0 if and only if [G, g] is of parabolic type. 
Let c be a positive number and define subsets S and S, of L’(Y) by 
S= 
I 
gd+(Y); g=g* on Y’ and c g(yjcc , 
YSY” I 
se = I gw c g(u)=c yeY" I 
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Now we sha.li be concerned with the following maximization problems of input 
conductances d(g) and do(g) on the convex set S: 
(I) Find A4 =sup {d(g); YES}. 
(II) Find .&&=sup {d,(g); g ES}. 
It is easily seen that d(g) and do(g) are positively homogeneous concave 
functions on S. 
We have 
Lemma 5. For every g E S, there exists g’ E Se such that g G g’ on Y. 
Proof. Let g E S and put cl = zyEYw g(y). In case cl Cc, choose y, E Y” arbitrarily 
and define g’E L’(Y) by g’(y) = g(y) for all y E Y, y f y, and g’(y,) = 
g(y,)+c-c,. Then g’ES, and gsg’ on Y. 
Since d(g) and d,(g) are increasing functions, we have 
CoroUary. In problems (I) and (II), the set S can be replaced by the set Se. 
As for the existence of an optimal solution of problem (I) or (II), we have 
Theorem I. If Y” is a finite set, then problem (I) has an optimal solution. 
Proof. We can find a sequence (g,,} in S such that d(g,,) --i, M as n + 00 and that 
g,,(y) converges to g(y) as n+mfor each yEY”with g=g* on Y’. Then gcS. 
There exists u E D(A; g) such that u = 1 on B and d(g) = D(u; g) by Proposition 
4. We have d(g,)sD(u; g,,) = D’(u; g*)+D”(u; g,,). Since Y” is a finite set, we 
have D”(u; gn) + D”(u; g) as n + 00, so that 
M = lim d(g,& D’(u; g)+ D”(u; g) = d(g). 
n4m 
Thus g is an optimal solution of problem (I). 
In case Y” contains an infinite number of elements, we do not know whether 
problem (I) has always an optimal solution or not. We have 
Thearem 2. Let {g,) be a sequence in Se such that d(k) + M a~ n + 03 and that g,, 
converges pointwise to g. If g E S,, then g is an optimal solution of problem (I). 
Pm& Put My) = g,(y)- g(y), h;(y) = max(0, - h,(y)} and h,+(y) = 
max 1% k,iy% Then h;(y)s g(y) and k;(y) -+ 0 as n + 00, so that &E-Y h;(y) + 
0 as n -+ m. On the other hand we have 
2 h:(y)= c h,(y)+ c h,(y)= c h,(y)+0 
YEY” YGY” YE. YEY” 
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as n--+ 00, since g,, and g belong to SC. Hence 
c MYh(Y c K(y)+ c WY)-+0 
YEY" YQIY" YEY” 
as II--+W There exists UED(A; g) such that O~usl on X, u=l on B and 
d(g) = D(u; g) by Proposition 4 and Remark 1. We have by the above observa- 
tion 
ID”b; &)-mu; gw c I&(y)-g(y)l-,O 
yaY" 
as n-a, so that 
M= lim d(g& Iim D(u; &)=D(u; g) = d(g). 
n -4m n-= 
This completes the proof. 
Remar8~ 3. We can prove Theorem 1 by applying Theorem 2. In fact, let {g} be a 
sequence in SC such that d(& + M as n + 00. Then we can find a subsequence of
{s} which satisfies the assumption of Theorem 2, since Y” is a finite set. 
Remark d In case G is a finite graph, the existence of an optimal solution of 
problem (I) was proven by Dufhn [2]. 
a 3. Assume that the conductiw network [G’, g*] is of parubdic type. 7’hen 
problem (I) has an optimal solution. 
proof, Let {g,,} be a sequence in S such that (2(gn) + M as n -3 00. We may 
assume that G(Y) converges to g(y) as n + 00 for each y E Y by using the diagonal 
procedure. Then g&‘(Y) and 
-gg c gJY)S c g(y)9 
n--coo yeY" YtzY” 
so that g E S. There exists w E D(A; g) such that u = 1 on B and d(g) = D(u; g) by 
Proposition 4. We have D(A; g) = D,(A ; g) by PropoGtion 1 and Lemma 4. 
There exists a sequence (fn} in L$(X) such that D(w - fn ; g) -+ 0 as n + 00. Since 
{fn} converges pointwise to u by Lemma 1 and since B is a finite set, we may 
assume that fn > 0 on B for all n. Let us put 
vn = min (fn, a,,)/~,, with a, = min (f,(x); x E B}. 
Thenq,=OonAandv,,=lonB,sothat 
d(g,,&D(u,; g&=D(f,; gda: 
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by Lemma 3, We have 
M= lim d(g,)e lim D(fn; ,g&ai = Dun; g)/ai, 
rn+- m-- 
since DYf; gm) --, D’Yj; g) as m --) 03 for every fE L,(X). It follows that 
MS lim D(f,; g)/at=D(w; g)=d(g). 
n-+00 
Thus problem (I) has an optimal solution. 
As for problem (II), we have 
Theorem 4. Problem (II) has always an optimal solution. 
Proof. Let { gn} be a sequence in S such that do&,) --) MO as n + 00. We may 
assume that {gn} converges pointwise to some g E S (cf. the proof of Theorem 3). 
Ljet u E L,,(X) satis1y z4 = 1 on A. Then d&&=D(u; g), so that 
M,== iim &,(g,,)~ lim D(u; g,,)=D(u; g). 
“-*oD n--r- 
T’heref ore M osd,(g) W 2 3 , and hence g is an optimal solution of problem (II). . ) 
Next we shall study some properties of the optimal solution of problem (2.1) or 
(2.2) in case g is an optimal solution of problem (I) or (IIj. 
Theorem 5. Let g be an optimal solution of problem (I) and let u E D(A; g) satisfy 
u - 1 on B and d(g) = D(u; g). Then there exists a constant #3 such that IEu(y)l=@ 
on Y”. Moreover this is an equality if g(y) > 0. 
Proof. In case g = 0 on Y”, our assertion is clear with @ = 1 by Remark 1. We 
consider the case where {y E Y”; g(y) > 0) f $9. Suppose that y, and y2 be in the set 
Y” and g(yl) >O. For every t with O< t c g(yl), we defiue g, E L‘(Y) by & = g on 
k’--{yl, yd, dyd=g(vd-t and &(yz)=g(y2)+t. Then g@ and M=d(gb 
d(g,). There exists u, E D(A; g,) SKII that u, = 1 on B and d(e)= D(y; a). 
Notice that D(A; g) = D(A; g*). We have by Proposition 4 
dlOt)=Dbt; gt)=Iu, 4, 
= (~9 ut)g + tCWy,Eu,W - Wy,)Edy,)l 
=D(u; ~)+~[~~u(Y~)E~(Y~)-E~(Y~)E~(Y~)I~ 
Since IEu(y)l s 1 and IEy(y)i G 1 on Y for all1 t such that OC t < g(y& by Remark 
l?. we have d(g,) + d(g) as t --j 0. IOn the other hand, we have 
Dh--u,; g)=Wy; g)-Db; 
=D(u,; gJ-Db; g)+CD(u,; g)--D(u,; gt)l 
= 4gJ -- d(g) + t[i&hN* - (Ey(yzN21, ( ) 
so that D(u-y; g)+O as t +O. Therefore (4) converges p0intwise to u as 
t + 0 by Lemma 1. Thus E&(y) converges toEu(y) as t + 0 for each y E Y. Since 
d(g;)*d(g), we have (S&(yz))2S(13&(yl)y by the relation (*), and hence 
(Eu(y#~(Eu(y~))~. If g(yd>O, then it follows from symmetry that (Eu(YJ)~s 
(Eu(Y*))~. Thus I&(yi)l = IEsc(y& This proves the theorem with @= IEu(y,)l. 
By using Propositiom 2 and 5 and by the same argument as in the proof of 
Theorem 5, = can prove 
Themum 6. L+et g be an optimal solution of problem (II) and let u satisfy 
44 -eA E D,(A; g) and R*(g) = D(u; g). Tozen there xists a constant p SUCK that 
if&(y)1 60 on Y. Mommer this is an equality if g(y)>O. 
RamrrrP 5. Theorem 5 was proved by DuiEn [2] in case G is a kite graph. 
Remauk 6. Let u be a competing function of problem (2.1) or (2.2) and set 
Then d(g) and k(g) are majorized by D’(u; g*)+ c@(u; Y’? for every g&, and 
hence M and MO are so. If g is an optimal solution of problem (I) (resp. (II)) and 
if ii is the optimal solution of problem (2.1) (resp. (2.2)) with g = 8, then we see 
that . (resp. A&) is equal to D’(ii; g*)+c@(ii; Y”) and [Eti(y)p= @(u’; Y”) for 
all y E Y” such that g(y) >O. 
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